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Attitudes are stable until new learning occurs (i.e., when you go to
college)

I

Transfer of Affect: Attitude toward an object is transferred to a
related object

I

E.G., you like someone, so you like their friend; why politicians
surround themselves with flags
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I

Not everybody receives messages equally though
Reception constrained by political awareness
More politically aware citizens more likely to receive messages (watch
news, know civics, know political actors, debate friends)
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Better informed/aware citizens can better evaluate message. Citizens
do not “make mistakes” and accept “wrong” messages
People who pay more attention to politics are “better able to
evaluate and critically scrutinize the new information they
encounter.” Thus, unlikely to experience attitude change
Less knowledgeable people also don’t experience attitude change
because they don’t receive message
Mid-range knowledge people most likely to undergo attitude change
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Individuals unlikely to accept a message that is inconsistent with
their predispositions

I

E.G.: Conservative citizen who encounters stream of liberal
messages is unlikely to adopt those messages because they conflict
with standing values or positions
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Considerations: “Any reason[s] that might induce an individual to
decide a political issue one way or the other

I

If, when called upon to give an opinion, more considerations support
one point of view than another, then that opinion is given

I

This is the sample part of the model
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Cognitive Dissonance: When an individual holds cognitive elements
(beliefs, attitudes, knowledge of one’s behavior) that are in
opposition, cognitive dissonance exists

I

E.G.: Negative views of Democratic party, but donate to Democratic
party

I

E.G.: Like Obama, but don’t like drone attacks of children

I

Dissonance produces negative arousal and a motivation to eliminate
dissonant cognitive element or add more consonant elements

I

Donations to Democratic party: Might think of all the good things
the Democrats do, so it reduces the impact of the few bad things it
does...Or accept the political realities that the world is unjust and
unfair and we can only manage it
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responsibility, minimal government intervention (especially regarding
economics).
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More aligned with free market enterprise, less social safety net

I

Liberal ideology: Government intervention in the economy is
sometimes necessary to combat undesirable elements of free market;
value equality, openness to dissenting views, and civil rights

I

Main tenet of debate though is over economic policy and role of
government
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Elites possess constrained belief systems; the general public much
less so
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Attitude constraint: Degree to which belief is predictive of another
belief, or connected to an overarching ideology
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Converse found very low attitude constraint across 4 domestic issues,
and 3 foreign affairs issue. Belief constraint higher among elites
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Black political ideology (Dawn & Harris-Lacewell): Range of
political ideology among African Americans that do not map neatly
onto liberal-conservative dimensions, but these ideologies influence
public opinion

I

Key Components of black political ideology: Radical egalitarianism;
black nationalism; black feminism; black conservatism; disillusioned
liberalism
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Political environment of the 1950s
Question wording problems
Survey method itself not reflective of “real world”
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Conservatives more supportive of increased spending on
military/defense and crime, tax cuts, and the death penalty

I

Liberals more supportive of social welfare policy, environmental
protection, abortion, and gay rights, and fighting global
warming/climate change

I

Heuristics: a shortcut used to make reasonable policy choices absent
detailed information or ideological thinking

I

Knowing a candidate’s Party ID (Democrat, Republican) is a
heuristic; knowing that Rush Limbaugh is a right-wing commentator
is a heuristic
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